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studies has demonstrated that, besides Dsh (the only
component other than Fz that is shared between Fz/
PCP and Wnt/-cat signaling), the Fz/PCP pathway con-
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One Gustave L. Levy Place dROCK, components of the JNK/p38 MAPK modules,
and the Jun/Fos transcription factor(s) (Axelrod et al.,New York, New York 10029
1998; Boutros et al., 1998; Fanto et al., 2000; Paricio et
al., 1999; Strutt et al., 1997; Weber et al., 2000; Winter
et al., 2001). It was recently shown that a related Fz/Summary
PCP pathway functions in cellular polarization during
vertebrate gastrulation, namely in convergent extension,Planar cell polarity is established in the Drosophila eye
through distinct fate specification of photoreceptors suggesting that an evolutionarily conserved pathway
regulates coordinated cellular polarization events inR3 and R4 by a two-tiered mechanism employing Fz
and Notch signaling: Fz signaling specifies R3 and many animals (Habas et al., 2001; Heisenberg et al.,
2000; Wallingford et al., 2000). Several other PCP genesinduces Dl to activate Notch in R4. We show that the
atypical cadherin Flamingo (Fmi) plays critical, but dis- have been identified genetically: strabismus (stbm,
a.k.a. Van Gogh) (Taylor et al., 1998; Wolff and Rubin,tinct, roles in both R3 and R4. Fmi is first enriched at
equatorial cell borders of R3/R4, positively interacting 1998), prickle-spiny legs (pk) (Gubb et al., 1999), fla-
mingo (fmi, a.k.a. starry night) (Chae et al., 1999; Usuiwith Fz/Dsh. Subsequently, Fmi is upregulated in R4
by Notch and functions to downregulate Dl expression et al., 1999) and diego (dgo) (Feiguin et al., 2001). Their
link to Fz/PCP signaling is, however, unclear.by antagonizing Fz signaling. This in turn amplifies and
enforces the initial Fz-signaling bias in the R3/R4 pair. In the Drosophila wing and other external epithelia,
individual cells orient themselves along a particular axis,Our results reveal differences in the planar cell polarity
genetic circuitry between the eye and the wing. generating an actin hair at the distal vertex (Eaton, 1997).
In the eye, planar polarity is reflected in the arrangement
of ommatidia, the single eye facets. In this context, Fz/Introduction
PCP signaling affects the coordinated organization of
groups of cells, and the primary response includes tran-Planar cell polarity (PCP) defines polarization of an epi-
thelium within its plane, perpendicular to apical-basolat- scriptional activation and secondary intercellular signal-
ing. Each ommatidium is oriented with respect to botheral polarity. This polarity is important for the function
of many organs, and uniform polarization of single cells the anteroposterior (AP) and the dorsoventral (DV) axes
(reviewed in Blair [1999]; Mlodzik [1999]; Reifegerste andor multicellular units is widely observed. In vertebrates
PCP is displayed in epidermal structures (e.g., ordered Moses [1999]). The AP arrangement is established by
the progression of the morphogenetic furrow (MF) (He-appearance of scales in fish or feathers in birds), in
neuroepithelia (e.g., inner ear), or in internal organs (e.g., berlein and Moses, 1995; Treisman and Heberlein, 1998).
In the DV axis, ommatidia of opposite chirality form acilia in the oviduct) (Eaton, 1997).
In Drosophila, PCP is evident in all adult structures mirror image arrangement across the DV midline, the
equator. This pattern is generated early in development,derived from imaginal discs, with different tissues dis-
playing distinct aspects of polarization. Analysis in Dro- when immature ommatidial clusters rotate 90 toward
the equator. Concomitant with rotation, the ommatidiasophila wings and eyes has led to the discovery of sev-
eral evolutionarily conserved genes, including Frizzled lose their symmetry, and opposite chiral forms are es-
tablished in the dorsal and ventral eye halves, respec-(Fz), the founding member of the Fz receptor family
(reviewed in Adler [1992]; Eaton [1997]; Gubb [1993]; tively. This is reflected in the asymmetric arrangement
Mlodzik [1999]; Shulman et al. [1998]). Fz signaling plays of R3 and R4 photoreceptors in mature ommatidia (for
important roles during the development of vertebrates reviews see above).
and invertebrates. Upon being activated by Wnt growth The signaling events governing this organization oc-
factor family members, Fz receptors can induce changes cur during the five-cell precluster stage, just posterior
in gene expression through posttranslational stabiliza- to the MF (Strutt et al., 1997; Wehrli and Tomlinson,
tion of Armadillo/-catenin, the canonical Wnt/-cat 1998; Wolff and Ready, 1993; Zheng et al., 1995). Genetic
pathway (Cadigan and Nusse, 1997; Cox and Peifer, analysis has implicated the R3/R4 photoreceptor pair
1998). Recently, it was shown that Fz family members in PCP generation (Fanto and Mlodzik, 1999; Tomlinson
can also signal through other intracellular pathways (Ax- and Struhl, 1999; Wolff and Rubin, 1998; Zheng et al.,
elrod et al., 1998; Boutros et al., 1998; Kengaku et al., 1995). Initially, R3/R4 precursors are symmetrically ar-
1998; Strutt et al., 1997; Winklbauer et al., 2001). ranged in the preclusters, with R3 being closer to the
The Frizzled/PCP pathway is distinct from Wnt/-cat equator. A signal from the equator is thought to activate
signaling. A combination of genetic and biochemical higher levels of Fz/PCP signaling in R3, leading to higher
levels of Delta (Dl) expression in R3. Dl then activates
Notch signaling in the R4 precursor, specifying R4 fate1Correspondence: marek.mlodzik@mssm.edu
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(Cooper and Bray, 1999; Fanto and Mlodzik, 1999; Tom- fmi clones with early markers for all photoreceptor sub-
types, cell death, and cellular architecture (Figures 1E–linson and Struhl, 1999). Correct R3/R4 specification
determines both chirality and direction of rotation. In 1G). With respect to apical-basolateral polarity, cell re-
cruitment, cell subtype specification, and survival, thisloss- and gain-of-function fz or dsh mutants, the R3/R4
decision and associated chirality determination become did not reveal significant differences between wild-type
and fmi tissue (Figures 1E–1G and data not shown).stochastic, and the direction and degree of rotation are
randomized (Fanto and Mlodzik, 1999; Strutt et al., 1997; These observations suggest that the loss of photorecep-
tors in the adult eye is a consequence of later aspectsTomlinson and Struhl, 1999; Zheng et al., 1995). In addi-
tion, some clusters remain symmetrical, giving rise to of photoreceptor differentiation.
In contrast, PCP aspects of the fmi phenotype arenonchiral R3/R3 or R4/R4 containing ommatidia. Simi-
larly, indiscriminate activation of Notch signaling leads apparent from the earliest stage in the five-cell preclus-
ter (Figures 1E–1G). All markers reflecting the arrange-to R4/R4 symmetrical clusters (Cooper and Bray, 1999;
Fanto and Mlodzik, 1999). stbm mutants also cause a ment and rotation of ommatidial preclusters (Spalt: R3/
R4; Bar: R1/6; svp-lacZ: R3/R4 and R1/R6) showed typi-stochastic determination of R3/R4 and chirality through
a requirement of stbm in R4 (Wolff and Rubin, 1998). cal polarity defects in fmi tissue, with a random selec-
tion of the direction of rotation and abnormal rotationHowever, the link of stbm to Fz and Notch signaling is
unclear. degrees (Figures 1E–1G, white arrows). Thus, PCP de-
fects are the primary phenotypic features of fmi clones,flamingo (fmi, a.k.a. starry night), a PCP gene required
in all tissues, encodes an atypical cadherin with a seven- confirming its critical role in ommatidial polarity estab-
lishment.pass transmembrane region (Chae et al., 1999; Usui et
al., 1999). Fmi has been shown in cell culture to have
homophillic cell adhesion properties, and it is differen- Flamingo Is Expressed Dynamically during Eye
tially localized within the proximodistal axis at cell Development
boundaries in an fz- and dsh-dependent manner during During eye disc patterning, Fmi protein is localized api-
PCP establishment in the wing (Usui et al., 1999). Simi- cally in all cells anterior to the morphogenetic furrow
larly, the distal localization of Fz or Dsh in wing cells (MF), within the MF, and in a few rows of developing
depends on fmi function (Axelrod, 2001; Shimada et al., ommatidia posterior to the MF (Figures 2A and 2E). Sub-
2001; Strutt, 2001), suggesting that these three PCP sequently, Fmi is detected in differentiating photorecep-
genes depend on each other in polarity generation. How- tor cells in perinuclear areas and growing axons (evident
ever, the role of fmi in the generation of ommatidial in an XZ section; Figure 2E and data not shown), possibly
polarity and its involvement in R3/R4 specification has reflecting a late function of fmi in photoreceptor differen-
remained unclear. tiation (see above).
Here we address the role of fmi during eye PCP gener- During the time of polarity signaling, Fmi is strictly
ation in the context of the Fz-Notch signaling-mediated apical (Figures 2A, 2D, and 2E). The protein is largely
R3/R4 fate decision. Expression and mosaic analyses of detected uniformly around the apical cortex of the cells.
both loss- and gain-of-function fmi genotypes indicate a Strikingly, however, in the developing R3 and R4 cells
complex role for Fmi in PCP establishment. Unlike fz, of the precluster, Fmi is enriched asymmetrically and is
dsh, stbm, or N, which are required in either R3 or R4 largely localized to the equatorial border of these cells
during PCP establishment, fmi has distinct functions in (Figure 2D, white arrowheads; Figure 2C, schematic).
both cells of the pair. In particular, in R4, Fmi is upregu- This asymmetry is visible in the third ommatidial row
lated by Notch signaling and suppresses Dl expression and maintained for about two rows. Subsequently, Fmi
by downregulating Fz/Dsh signaling in this cell. Thus, localization changes, and, as the clusters initiate ro-
fmi is required to maintain and amplify the initial bias in tation, it becomes enriched predominantly in R4
Fz-signaling levels between R3 and R4, linking the Fz- (U-shaped pattern around the apical membrane domain;
and N-signaling activities. Figure 2D, yellow arrowheads; Figure 2C, schematic),
where it is maintained for two to three rows. This dy-
namic expression pattern is in contrast to Fmi expres-Results
sion during PCP establishment in pupal wing cells,
where Fmi is found at very similar levels on both proxi-flamingo Is Required for Planar Polarity
modistal ends of each cell.Establishment and Photoreceptor
Differentiation
To investigate the role of flamingo (fmi) in eye develop- fmi Is Required in Both R3 and R4
for PCP Generationment, fmi mutant clones were induced with the eye spe-
cific ey-FLP/FRT system (see Experimental Proce- The initial asymmetrical enrichment of Fmi in both R3
and R4 and the subsequent enrichment in R4 only raiseddures). Analysis of fmi tissue in adult eyes (Figures 1B
and 1C) shows typical PCP defects with randomized the question of in which cell(s) of the precluster is fmi
required for PCP establishment. Interestingly, the analy-chirality, resulting in loss of mirror image symmetry (Fig-
ure 1C). Reminiscent of fz, dsh, and stbm null alleles, sis of mosaic clusters revealed a requirement for fmi in
both R3 and R4 (Figure 3 shows an example and statisti-fmi clones display defects in ommatidial chirality es-
tablishment (random chirality and symmetrical clusters) cal analysis). An ommatidium always adopts the correct
orientation when both R3 and R4 are fmi. When eitherand rotation (Figures 1B and 1C). In addition, fmi clones
contain 20% ommatidia lacking photoreceptors (Fig- R3 or R4 (or both) are fmi, the ommatidium selects
chirality randomly or stays symmetrical. Significantly,ures 1B and 1C, circles).
To assess the basis of these defects, we have stained all ommatidia with wrong or no chirality had fmi R3
Flamingo and Frizzled/Notch Signaling
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Figure 1. The flamingo Eye Phenotype
The panels show either tangential sections
of adult eyes (A–D) or confocal microscopy
sections of eye imaginal discs (E–G). (A) and
(C) show equatorial regions; other panels
show dorsal area. In all panels, anterior is left,
and dorsal is up. (D) displays arrows relating
to actual cell arrangement and polarity: top,
wild-type (wt) dorsal (black arrow); middle,
wt ventral (red arrow), photoreceptors R1–R7
are numbered; bottom, symmetrical omma-
tidium with nonchiral R3/R4 arrangement
(green arrow).
(A) Wt eye with ommatidia of dorsal and ven-
tral chirality (black and red arrows; equator
indicated by blue line in schematic).
(B and C) fmi E59 clone in dorsal area and equa-
torial area, respectively. Mutant tissue is
marked by the absence of pigment (yellow
shading in schematic). Polarity is reflected by
arrows in schematic, and clusters with miss-
ing photoreceptors are shown as circles (po-
sition of equator is marked by blue line). Note
that equatorial arrangement is lost in fmi tis-
sue and that a random arrangement of both
chiralities (black and red arrows) is observed,
with some clusters being symmetrical
(green). Ommatidia lacking photoreceptors
are also found in fmi mutant clones.
(E–G) fmi tissue is marked by absence of
blue staining (anti-Gal; labeling wild-type
tissue). The position of the MF is marked by
white open arrowhead.
(E) anti-Elav, red (all photoreceptor precur-
sors); anti-Bar, green (R1/R6).
(F) anti-Boss, red (R8); anti-Spalt, green (R3/
R4 and cone cells in most posterior part of
disc).
(G) Phalloidin (Actin), red; svp-lacZ (anti-
Gal), green (R3/R4 and more posterior also
R1/R6). As visible from earliest detectable
stages, the orientation of preclusters is often
abnormal in fmi tissue. Examples are indi-
cated in bottom panels with white arrows (wt
orientation, yellow arrows). The arrows show
the orientation of the cluster with the arrow-
head pointing in the direction of rotation; all
abnormal clusters are fully mutant or mosaic
for fmi. No recruitment defects were ob-
served in fmi tissue, suggesting the photore-
ceptor loss seen in adult eyes is due to later
differentiation defects. Additional photore-
ceptor markers used were anti-Rough (R2/
R5) and anti-Prospero (R7).
and/or R4 cells. Loss of fmi function in any other R cells white arrowheads). Subsequently, Dsh is found apically
at membranes in R4, in a U-shaped pattern, again colo-in any combination has no effect on ommatidial polarity.
These data indicate that fmi is necessary and sufficient calizing with Fmi (Figure 2D, yellow arrowheads). Fz,
which colocalizes with Dsh in the wing (Axelrod, 2001;in both the R3 and R4 photoreceptor precursors for
normal polarity establishment. Shimada et al., 2001), shows a similar asymmetric equa-
torial-polar expression pattern to that in Fmi and Dsh
early in R3/R4 as well. The later upregulation in R4 is,Dsh Colocalizes with Fmi in R3 and R4 Cells
The genetic requirement of fmi in both R3 and R4 is however, not apparent for Fz (data not shown).
The membrane association of Dsh is Fmi dependentunique, as other PCP genes are required only in either
cell (fz and dsh in R3 and stbm and N in R4), and raised because, in fmi cells, Dsh fails to be membrane en-
riched (Figure 4D). When Fmi was overexpressed in R3/the question of how Fmi relates to these genes in func-
tion and expression. Thus, we analyzed the expression R4 (using the sev enhancer; see below), more Dsh was
localized at the membrane within these and other sev-patterns of other PCP proteins in the eye.
Although Dsh is cytoplasmic, it colocalizes with Fmi expressing cells, indicating that excess Fmi leads to
greater Dsh membrane recruitment (Figure 2F; compareat the equatorial membranes of R3 and R4 (Figure 2D,
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Figure 2. Expression of Fmi during Eye Development
Confocal microscopy sections are shown in all panels, except (B) and (C), which show schematics. Anterior is left, and equator is down. Fmi,
green (except in B).
(A) Low magnification showing whole eye disc. Fmi is detected in all cells and at higher levels in the region of MF (white arrowhead) and more
posteriorly in differentiating photoreceptors.
(B) Schematic drawing of eye imaginal discs with ommatidial rotation relative to the equator (yellow) and the MF (blue).
(C) Schematic presentation of Fmi and Fmi/Dsh expression patterns in the early precluster, when polarity signaling is initiated and just after
rotation has started.
(D) Fmi (green, left) and Dsh (red, right) are shown in single channels and in overlay (middle panel). Fmi is generally found at cell membranes,
consistent with it being an integral membrane protein, and is enriched at the equatorial cell borders within R3 and R4 in the precluster
(examples indicated with white arrowheads); subsequently, it is found at high levels in the R4 precursor (yellow arrowhead). Dsh is a cytoplasmic
protein but colocalizes with Fmi at the membranes at the equatorial borders of R3 and R4 and later in R4 (white and yellow arrowheads,
respectively). This overlap appears as yellow in overlay. White bar represents 5 m.
(E) XZ distribution of Fmi. Apical is up. Fmi is restricted to an apical domain in cells in and behind the MF; subsequently, it is also detected
in perinuclear regions of differentiating photoreceptors and in growing axons, possibly reflecting de novo expression. Red shows actin as
detected by Phalloidin staining.
(F) Dsh distribution in an Fmi overexpression background (sev → Fmi). Lower magnification than D (white bar represents 5 m). More Dsh is
at the cell membranes of Fmi-overexpressing cells.
to Figure 2D). These data suggest that Fmi is both neces- al., 2001; Shimada et al., 2001; Strutt, 2001; Usui et al.,
1999). This interdependence is only partially observedsary and sufficient to induce Dsh membrane re-
cruitment. in the eye. Within fz or dsh eye tissue, Fmi is not
polarized within the early R3/R4 pair (Figure 4A and data
not shown) and subsequently not found enriched in R4.Fz-Signaling Level Differences Regulate Fmi
Localization in the R3/R4 Pair Strikingly, borders of fz clones display three specific
features: (1) Fmi gets enriched at cell boundaries be-Next we asked how Fmi localization is regulated in the
R3/R4 pair. In the wing, Fmi, Fz, Dsh, and Dgo are code- tween fz and fz cells; (2) this is only observed within
the region of the five-cell precluster, where Fz signalingpendent for their localization (Axelrod, 2001; Feiguin et
Flamingo and Frizzled/Notch Signaling
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in the eye is different from that in the wing, where Fmi
and Dgo are mutually dependent on each other for local-
ization (Feiguin et al., 2001). In the eye, cytoplasmic Dgo
fails to localize to the membrane in fmi clones (Figure
4D), but dgo clones have no effect on Fmi localization
(Figure 4C). However, overexpressed Fmi has no effect
on Dgo localization. Thus, Fmi is necessary, but not
sufficient, for Dgo localization. This indicates a partially
different genetic circuitry for eye and wing polarity.
stbm is required in R4 for PCP establishment (Chae
et al., 1999; Wolff and Rubin, 1998). In stbm tissue Fmi
localization is different from both wild-type and fz/dsh
tissue, but still shows an asymmetric enrichment in the
equatorial-polar axis (Figure 4B). However, the asymme-
try within this axis is random in stbm tissue (Figure
4B). Nevertheless, as one cell of the R3/R4 pair always
shows stronger Fmi localization, Fz-Notch-mediated
R3/R4 signaling is functioning normally, and the R3/R4
decision, albeit random, is independent of stbm func-
tion. This would place Stbm upstream of, or in parallel
with, Fz signaling and Fmi localization.
Overexpression of Fmi Perturbs Polarity
and Induces R3/R3-type Ommatidia
Fmi shows clear differences in protein levels, first in
Figure 3. fmi Is Required in Both R3 and R4 for Polarity Estab- the equatorial-polar axis and later between the R3/R4
lishment precursors, and these differences depend on Fz/Dsh
(A) Tangential section of a mosaic fmiE59 eye region. Wild-type (wt) signaling. Thus, we asked whether equal expression of
cells are marked by pigment granules, seen as black dots adjacent higher levels of Fmi in both R3 and R4 would affect Fmi
to the rhabdomeres of each photoreceptor (and as golden granules
function. The sevenless (sev) enhancer-driven expres-in the pigment cells). A wt ommatidium (red arrow) indicates correct
sion is useful, as it is transiently expressed in both cellspolarity. Note that whenever both R3 and R4 are wt (fmi), the cluster
of the R3/R4 pair at the time of PCP signaling (sev-Fz andhas the correct polarity; examples are indicated with yellow arrows
(the respective wt R3/R4 cells are marked with black arrowheads). sev-Dsh rescue the fz and dsh eye PCP phenotype;
In contrast, when either R3 or R4 is fmi, the cluster adopts a Boutros et al., 1998; Strutt et al., 1997; Zheng et al.,
random polarity, often leading to chirality inversions; examples are 1995). Whereas, sev-mediated overexpression of Fz or
highlighted with green arrows (wt and fmi R3/R4 cells are marked
Dsh in R3/R4 often leads to symmetrical R3/R3 omma-by black and white arrowheads, respectively).
tidia; sev-Dl or sev-N* (activated Notch) leads to R4/R4(B) Statistical analysis of mosaic ommatidia: white cartoons show
clusters (Cooper and Bray, 1999; Fanto and Mlodzik,mosaic ommatidia that were always correctly polarized (black dots
indicate wt; white dots indicate fmi cells). The numbers indicate 1999).
how often such clusters were found. The shared feature of these Thus, we generated fly strains expressing Fmi under
clusters is that R3 and R4 are always fmi, summarized in large sev-GAL4 control (sev → Fmi) or flies containing a sev-
schematic on right. Misoriented ommatidia with single mutant cells
Fmi transgene. Such eyes displayed typical PCP defectshave always either R3 or R4 mutant (shown in gray-shaded car-
with random chirality, random rotation, and symmetricaltoons). Total number of mosaic ommatidia was 555 (in 12 eyes).
clusters (Figures 5A and 5B; symmetrical ommatidiaOne hundred ninety-seven of these were wt for both R3 and R4
(white cartoons). Clusters with other mosaic distributions (data not were mostly of the R3/R3 type). These phenotypes are
shown) displayed random polarity. reminiscent of sev-Fz and sev-Dsh and also show a clear
dosage sensitivity: the higher the Fmi expression level,
the higher the percentage of R3/R3 ommatidia. This istakes place, and (3) only when the fz/fz boundaries
are perpendicular to the equatorial-polar axis (Figure evident in sev → Fmi flies raised at different tempera-
tures (due to higher activity of Gal4 at the higher temper-4A, arrows). This enrichment is reminiscent of the Fmi
asymmetry seen in R3 and R4 and suggests that differ- ature; Figures 5A and 5B).
To confirm the phenotypes seen in adult eyes, weences in Fz-signaling levels (but not absolute protein
amounts) between neighboring cells lead to Fmi accu- stained sev→Fmi eye imaginal discs with early markers,
reflecting ommatidial orientation and cell identity withinmulation at the respective membranes.
Thus, Fmi localizes to the membranes between cells the R3/R4 pair. Both svp-lacZ expression and anti-Spalt
staining showed that, in sev → Fmi discs, ommatidiathat have different Fz-signaling levels in the axis of sig-
naling. This also provides additional evidence to support initiate rotation randomly in either direction (data not
shown). To distinguish between cells adopting the R3the hypothesis that there is a significant difference in
Fz-signaling levels between the R3 and R4 precursors. and R4 fate, we have used the H123 enhancer trap line
(Fanto and Mlodzik, 1999; Wolff and Rubin, 1998) and
the E(spl)m-lacZ line (Cooper and Bray, 1999). BothFmi Localization Does Not Depend
on dgo and stbm are expressed at high levels in R4 and at lower levels
in R3, reflecting the distinct fates of the two cells at anIn contrast to fz and dsh mutants, there is no requirement
for diego in Fmi localization in the eye. Thus the situation early stage (Figures 5G and 5H and data not shown).
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Figure 4. Fmi Localization in Planar Polarity Mutants
Single confocal sections are shown; MF (anterior) is at left edge of the panels, and the equator is at the bottom. Mutant tissue is marked by
absence of Gal staining (blue). The green channel shows Fmi in (A), (B), and (C) (black/white in right panels) and Dgo in (D). Red channel
shows actin (Phalloidin) in (A) and Dsh in (D). Clones of null alleles are shown.
(A) fz. The asymmetrical Fmi enrichment at equatorial R3/R4 borders and subsequent R4-specific staining is not detected in fz cells
(examples in wt area are indicated by white and yellow arrowheads; cf. Figure 2D). Fmi is rather uniformly localized within the apical membrane
region. Within the area where Fz signaling is thought to take place and Fmi is enriched at the equatorial R3/R4 borders in wt, Fmi enrichment
is found at the borders between fz/fz cells that are perpendicular to equatorial-polar axis (white arrows). No differences were observed in
apical localization.
(B) stbm. Although the Fmi pattern displays the asymmetry as in wt, enrichment to either equatorial (arrowheads) or polar side (arrows) is
randomized. Accordingly, the selection of the cell with R4-like Fmi enrichment is also randomized and can be polar (yellow arrowheads) or
equatorial cell (yellow arrow).
(C) dgo. No significant abnormalities in the Fmi pattern are detected.
(D) fmi. Dsh (red) and Dgo (green) both fail to localize to the membrane in fmi cells.
These stainings indicate that, in sev → Fmi discs, the of R3/R3-type clusters), this suggests that sev → Fmi
affects the R3 fate decision nonautonomously.R3/R4 decision is either random or both cells tend to
adopt the R3 fate, consistent with the adult phenotype The Notch ligand Dl is required in R3 to induce the
neighboring cell as R4 (Cooper and Bray, 1999; Fanto(Figures 5A and 5H), indicating that raising Fmi levels in
and Mlodzik, 1999; Tomlinson and Struhl, 1999). Dl is,both R3 and R4 pushes the choice of cell fate toward R3.
in wild-type, detected at higher levels in R3 than in R4
and upregulated in response to Fz signaling (Cooper
sev-Fmi Affects the Expression of Delta and Bray, 1999; Fanto and Mlodzik, 1999). Accordingly,
within the R3/R4 Pair in sev-Fz or sev-Dsh eye discs, Fz-signaling activation
sev→ Fmi induces many symmetrical R3/R3 ommatidia, and, as a result, Dl upregulation are observed in both
rather than just randomizing the chirality decision, sug- cells of the R3/R4 pair. To monitor Dl expression in
gesting that fmi either acts positively to promote Fz/ sev→ Fmi eye discs, we analyzed the expression of the
PCP signaling or negatively to repress R4 fate. If either respective Dl-lacZ line (Fanto and Mlodzik, 1999). This
scenario were correct, the cell expressing sev-Fmi and revealed that, in sev → Fmi eye imaginal discs, Dl is
thus having higher Fmi levels than the neighboring cell often repressed (60% of clusters) in both cells of the
should assume the R3 fate. Thus, if the cell in the position R3/R4 pair (Figures 6A and 6B).
of R3 is sev-Fmi, the chirality of the cluster should not In contrast, when fmi clones were analyzed, Dl-lacZ
be affected, whereas, if the sev-Fmi cell originates from expression was upregulated in the mutant tissue (Figure
the R4 position, the cluster should show a chirality in- 6C), confirming an fmi requirement in Dl regulation.
version. Thus, we conclude that Fmi can repress the R4 fate
Thus, to address this, we have analyzed 120 omma- nonautonomously in the neighboring cell and that this
tidia that were mosaic for sev-Fmi within the R3/R4 pair repression is mediated through Dl downregulation (see
(one cell of the pair was sev-Fmi, and the other was Discussion).
wild-type). Strikingly, the scenario outlined above was
not observed. We found a preference for the sev-Fmi sev → Fmi Is Dominantly Enhanced by Dl Mutants
cell to adopt the R4 fate instead (Figures 5D and 5E). To get further insight into the role of fmi in the eye, we
explored the potential of genetic interactions. As fmiTaken together with the sev→ Fmi phenotype (induction
Flamingo and Frizzled/Notch Signaling
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Figure 5. The sev → Fmi Overexpression Genotype Affects R4 Development
(A)–(C) show tangential sections of dorsal areas of eyes of the indicated genotypes in upper panel and the respective schematic drawing in
lower panel. Orientation and arrows are as in Figure 1D. (A) sevGal4, UAS-Fmi/ at 25C, (B) sevGal4, UAS-Fmi/ at 18C, and (C) sevGal4,
UAS-Fmi/; Dl/ at 18C. Note the disorganized appearance with random chirality choice (black and red arrows) and many symmetrical
clusters (green arrows). The phenotype gets progressively more severe (increase in percentage of symmetrical clusters) as dosage or
temperature is increased (cf. [5A] and [5B]). The sevGal4, UAS-Fmi phenotype is dosage sensitive and can be enhanced by removing one
copy of Dl (C) and dgo (see [F] for statistics).
(D) Tangential section through dorsal eye area that is mosaic for sev-Fmi. In clusters mosaic within R3/R4, the pigmented cell (marked by
black granules next to rhabdomere) almost always adopts the R4 fate. Examples of correctly polarized ommatidia are indicated by yellow
arrows; those with inverted chirality are indicated by green arrows (the pigmented/non-pigmented R3/R4 cells in these clusters are marked
with black and white arrowheads, respectively).
(E) Statistical analysis of the sev-Fmi R3/R4 mosaic ommatidia. Fmi represents cells containing sev-Fmi having the overexpressed protein,
and wt represents the cells with wild-type Fmi levels. In clusters with chirality flips (green arrows in [D]), the sev-Fmi cell developed as R4.
(F) Statistical analysis of genetic interactions with sevGal4, UAS-Fmi (sev → Fmi) at 18C. The average percentage of symmetrical ommatidia
are shown for each genotype (indicated in panel), as determined from 4–12 independent eyes for each genotype: dgo and Dl significantly
enhance sev → Fmi.
(G and H) H123 expression in wt (A) and sev → Fmi (B); anti--Gal, green; actin/phalloidin highlighting the center of each cluster, red. The
regular appearance and angle of preclusters (A) is perturbed in sev → Fmi. The lack of regular R3 (low)/R4 (high)-staining patterns in B and
the low H123 expression in both cells indicate a frequent R3/R3 type specification.
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Figure 6. Effects of Fmi on Dl and N on fmi Expression
Confocal sections of eye imaginal disc just posterior to the MF (left) are shown; the equator is down. (A–C) Dl-lacZ expression (green) in wt
(A), sev → Fmi (B), and fmi clone ([C]; fmi cells are marked by absence of Fmi staining [blue]; clonal border is marked by white line); anti-
Sal (red) marks the R3/R4 pair. In wt, Dl is high in R3 (examples indicated by arrowheads) and low in R4 (marked by arrows and white “4”).
In sev → Fmi this is randomized (black asterisks, indicating R3-like expression) or often reduced (arrows and white asterisks) in both cells of
the pair. Dl is high in both cells of the R3/R4 pair in fmi tissue (C).
(D–G) Fmi expression in sev-N* (activated Notch) in R3/R4 ([D]; cf. to wt Fmi localization in [E]), sev-Su(H)EnR (reducing Notch signaling) in
R3/R4, and sev-N* in R7 and cone cells (G). Anti-Fmi, green; anti-Dsh, red. The black and white panels show Fmi. R4-like Fmi levels are seen
in both cells of the pair in sev-N* discs (D) and not in sev-Su(H)EnR (F). The Fmi upregulation is seen in all cells expressing sev-N*, including
R7 and cone cells ([G]; examples indicated by arrowheads). Fmi upregulation coincides with more Dsh membrane association (yellow overlap
in [D] and [G]).
loss-of-function alleles do not interact with either sev- isoform also causes this, suggesting that Fmi upregula-
tion is a result of direct transcriptional activation. A dif-Fz (or other activated downstream components of Fz
signaling) or sev-N* (data not shown), we tested the ferent scenario is observed in discs with a sev-Su(H)-
EnR [Su(H) fused to the En repressor domain] transgenesev→ Fmi genotype (displaying 16.4 % symmetrical R3/
R3 clusters at 18C; Figure 5B) for genetic interactions (Tomlinson and Struhl, 1999). This reduces N-signaling
levels, and, as a result, the R4-specific Fmi upregulationwith PCP and related genes. This identified Dl and dgo
as dominant enhancers of sev → Fmi (Figures 5C and is not observed (Figure 6F).
These experiments indicate that Notch signaling5F), increasing the percentage of symmetrical R3/R3-
type ommatidia. Other PCP genes tested did not interact upregulates Fmi expression in R4, which in turn inhibits
Fz-mediated Dl induction in R4 and maintains the binarywith sev → Fmi (Figure 5F and data not shown).
The interaction of sev → Fmi with Dl is consistent cell fate decision in the R3/R4 pair. This model predicts
that exogenous Dl expression (sev→ Dl) or constitutivewith our observation that sev → Fmi is suppressing Dl
expression (Figure 6B), suggesting that reduction of Dl Notch activation (sev-N*) in both cells of the R3/R4 pair
(Fortini et al., 1993) should be epistatic to sev → Fmi.gene dosage leads to further reduction of its expression
in this background. The interaction between sev→ Fmi Thus, we generated sev→ Fmi; sev-N* and sev→ Fmi,→
Dl flies and analyzed their eye phenotype. Sections ofand dgo is consistent with a close link between fmi and
dgo in PCP establishment in the wing (Feiguin et al., such eyes were indistinguishable from sev-N* or sev →
Dl alone (Figures 7A–7C and data not shown), indicating2001). Along with the higher Fmi expression in R4, these
data suggest that the role of Fmi in R4 is to repress Dl that activated Notch is not affected by Fmi overex-
pression.expression by antagonizing Fz signaling (see Dis-
cussion).
Discussion
Notch Signaling Upregulates Fmi Expression
These data also raise the question of how Fmi expres- PCP Establishment in the Drosophila eye requires the
cells of the R3/R4 pair to be correctly specified as R3sion is controlled in R4. As Notch activation in R4 is
coincident with Fmi upregulation, we tested whether and R4, respectively. This in turn defines the chiral ar-
rangement of each ommatidium and the direction ofthis was a result of Notch signaling itself. We introduced
constitutively active Notch in both cells of the R3/R4 rotation. R3 and R4 specification is achieved by a two-
tiered mechanism employing Fz and Notch signalingpair (sev-N*) and analyzed Fmi expression. Strikingly, at
the R4-specific stage, Fmi levels were high in both cells (Cooper and Bray, 1999; Fanto and Mlodzik, 1999; Tom-
linson and Struhl, 1999). It is thought that higher Fz-of the pair (Figure 6D, yellow arrowheads). This effect
was cell autonomous, as the cone cells and R7, also signaling levels in the equatorial cell of the pair induce
higher levels of Dl expression, thus activating Notch inexpressing activated Notch in sev-N*, show a similar
Fmi upregulation to R4 (Figure 6G). The nuclear N-intra the neighboring cell and inducing it as R4. Graded Fz
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Mlodzik, 1999; Tomlinson and Struhl, 1999; Wolff and
Rubin, 1998; Zheng et al., 1995). It was shown in cell
culture assays that Fmi can act as a homophilic cell
adhesion molecule (Usui et al., 1999). Thus, a simple
interpretation would be to propose a cell adhesion func-
tion for fmi. However, Fmi localization and genetic re-
quirements do not support this scenario. Instead, our
data in the eye suggest that Fmi plays both positive and
negative roles in a complex signaling network, and the
interdependence of Fmi, Fz, and Dsh localization sug-
gests that they might form a signaling complex required
in R3. At the initial time of PCP generation, prior to
expression of markers distinguishing R3 from R4, Fmi
is enriched at the equatorial cell boundaries of R3 and
R4. Importantly, this novel expression pattern is similar
to Fz and regulated by Fz-signaling differences. More-
over, Dsh colocalizes with Fmi at the equatorial cell
boundaries, its membrane localization depends on fmi,
and Fmi overexpression (sev→ Fmi) leads to extensive
Dsh membrane recruitment. Thus, Fmi is necessary and
sufficient to localize Dsh to the membrane. The asymme-
try in Fmi localization depends not only on fz but also
on dsh: Fmi shows a nonpolarized apical distribution in
R3/R4 in fz and dsh mutants.
Although the fmi phenotype is reminiscent of fz and
dsh, the role of fmi is more complex: fmi is first required
in an Fz-dependent manner in the R3/R4 pair and later
is specifically upregulated in R4.
Fmi Represses Delta Expression in R4 in the Fz
and Notch-Mediated R3/R4 EstablishmentFigure 7. Activated Notch Signaling Is Epistatic to sev → Fmi
An indication for a late role of fmi in R4 (see below forTangential eye sections, with anterior left and dorsal up, are shown.
R3 function) and a link to Fz-Notch signaling comes(A) sev-N*, a constitutively active N expressed in R3/R4. Note the
from the sev→ Fmi experiment and its endogenous latepresence of many symmetrical R4/R4-type ommatidia (blue arrows).
Ommatidia with one cell of the R1/R6 pair transformed to R7 (blue expression in R4.
half circles) also display symmetry. The sev-Fmi mosaics give insight into the Fmi function
(B) sev-N*; sev → Fmi. Note that the phenotype is indistinguishable at this stage. In mosaic sev-Fmi R3/R4 pairs, the cell
from panel (A). Symbols as in (A).
with higher Fmi levels adopts the R4 fate. However,(C) sev → Fmi alone for comparison. Symbols as in Figure 1. The
when both cells have equally high levels of Fmi, thesev → Dl and sev → Dl; sev → Fmi genotypes are very similar to
cluster has a high tendency to develop as an R3/R3panels (A) and (B) (data not shown).
(D) Model displaying the function of Fmi in regulating the Fz and symmetrical ommatidium. How could this be explained?
Notch signaling-mediated bias in R3/R4 specification. See text for The sev→ Fmi genotype is both sensitive to Dl dosage
details. and causes a downregulation of Dl transcription in R3/
R4 (Figure 6B). As Dl is nonautonomously required for
R4 induction (Cooper and Bray, 1999; Fanto et al., 2000;activity has been proposed along the equatorial-polar
axis within the developing eye disc. Tomlinson and Struhl, 1999), it serves as a link between
the mosaic requirement and phenotypic features ofWe show that the atypical cadherin Flamingo (Fmi) is
also important for the R3/R4 fate decisions and polarity sev → Fmi: when both cells contain sev → Fmi, Dl is
downregulated in both cells, and Notch activation oftenestablishment. Unlike other PCP genes fmi is required
in both cells of the R3/R4 pair. Fmi protein is dynamically fails in both cells of the pair. This leads to a lack of
R4 induction, generating R3/R3 symmetrical ommatidia.expressed within the R3/R4 pair, being first enriched at
equatorial cell borders of R3 and R4 and subsequently However, when only one cell of the pair has high Fmi
levels, Dl is kept lower in this cell (even if it was originallydetected in R4. Our data suggests that Fmi has multiple
roles in polarity establishment. The early R3/R4 equato- the R3 precursor). It then adopts an R4 fate because it
receives higher Dl levels from its neighbor. Thus, therial enrichment is Fz dependent and results from Fz
activity differences in this axis. The later R4-specific endogenous role of Fmi in R4 could be to inhibit Dl
expression and enhance the differences in Dl levels be-function is to downregulate Dl in R4, by antagonizing
Fz signaling directly or indirectly. tween R3 and R4.
How does Fmi inhibit Dl expression in R4? This is likely
mediated through Fz signaling, as it was speculated inMultiple Roles for fmi in Polarity Establishment
in the Eye PCP establishment in the wing that Fmi can antagonize
Fz (Usui et al., 1999). Thus, Fmi-mediated inhibition ofThe requirement of fmi in both cells of the R3/R4 pair
is unique, as compared to those of fz, dsh, and Dl (re- Fz/PCP signaling should be a general mechanism. The
lack of genetic interactions between fz and fmi (in eitherquired in R3) or N and stbm (required in R4) (Fanto and
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direction) suggests that Fmi does not directly inhibit R4 could account for its individual functions. High levels
of Fmi in R4 could lead to a formation of a differentFz, and the mechanistic dissection of this inhibition will
require biochemical studies. complex than in R3. For example, an Fz/Dsh/Fmi/Dgo
complex would promote Fz signaling, whereas, in R4, as
there is significantly more Fmi, a different Fmi complexNotch Regulates Fmi Expression in R4
would inhibit Fz signaling by possibly sequestering DshNotch activation and Fmi upregulation are coincident in
from the Fz complex.R4, and, thus, Notch signaling itself was a good candi-
date for Fmi upregulation. The sev-N* data indicate that
Notch activation indeed leads to Fmi upregulation in a
Differences in Polarity Establishment between
cell autonomous manner: all cells that express the sev
Different Tissues
enhancer, including the nonneuronal cone cells normally
Although the “core polarity” genes control PCP in multi-
not expressing Fmi significantly, show an upregulation.
ple tissues, there are differences in their function in
As nuclear Notch (N-intra) shows the same effect, it is
different contexts. In wing cells, Fz, Dsh, Fmi, and Dgo
likely a direct transcriptional event.
are localized to membranes within the proximodistal
These data indicate that the initial two-tiered mecha-
axis, and all four depend on each other’s function (Axel-
nism of Fz-Notch activation establishing the R3/R4 fates
rod, 2001; Feiguin et al., 2001; Shimada et al., 2001;
and polarity in the eye (Cooper and Bray, 1999; Fanto et
Strutt, 2001). While Fmi and Dgo localize on proximal
al., 2000; Tomlinson and Struhl, 1999) can be extended
and distal sides of the cells, Fz and Dsh do so only
further to include Notch-mediated upregulation of Fmi
distally. In the eye, Fmi is initially enriched at the equato-
in R4. This in turn inhibits Fz/PCP-mediated Dl induction
rial side of R3 and R4 in an fz/dsh-dependent manner,
in R4 and amplifies the signaling differences between
colocalizing with them. Subsequently, Fmi gets specifi-
R3 and R4, leading to a solid binary cell fate decision
cally upregulated in R4. In contrast to the wing, where
(Figure 7D).
dgo is required for Fmi localization, Fmi is normally local-
ized in dgo eye tissue, indicating that the circuitry be-
How Is Fmi Activity Controlled Differentially tween the “core polarity” genes is different between the
in R3 and R4? eye and wing.
As Fmi is initially expressed in both cells of the pair, its In the notum, where these genes are required to orient
inhibitory role on Dl can only be allowed in R4 and thus the mitotic spindle of the sensory organ precursor (SOP)
needs to be regulated. How is this achieved? Dgo is a cell (Adler and Lee, 2001; Jan and Jan, 1998), the sce-
good candidate for this role (Figure 7D). The cytoplasmic nario is again different. In the SOP no asymmetric distri-
Dgo protein depends on Fmi for membrane association bution of Fmi is detected (Fz/Dsh have not been ana-
and generally colocalizes with Fmi at all membranes in lyzed), with Fmi covering the entire apical circumference
the eye disc. The genetic interactions with sev → Fmi (Adler and Lee, 2001). In this context, Dgo is not required,
identify dgo as a strong enhancer, suggesting that it is as dgo flies show normal polarity of the bristles (Feiguin
suppressing Fmi function in this context. Mosaic analy- et al., 2001). Thus, different tissues utilize the “core po-
sis of dgo shows that it is required in R3 (unpublished larity genes” in different ways.
data) and thus might keep the inhibitory function of Fmi
off in R3 (Figure 7D). As Fmi is necessary, but not suffi-
cient, for Dgo membrane recruitment, other factor(s) are Biological Implications
also required. Since Dgo and Fmi colocalize also in R4,
a factor is needed there to antagonize Dgo function. Despite these differences, many features are conserved
and thus likely to serve as a general mechanism in PCPStbm, as it is required in R4, is a candidate (Wolff and
Rubin, 1998). As fmi mutants are enhancers of an Stbm establishment: (1) Fmi is required to maintain asymmet-
ric Fz/Dsh localization and thus allow Fz/PCP signaling.overexpression phenotype (unpublished data), Stbm
could serve this function in R4. (2) Fmi subsequently inhibits Fz signaling. (3) Dgo antag-
onizes Fmi. (4) Stbm might provide the initial bias and/Several pieces of evidence argue for a positive re-
quirement of Fmi in R3. Fmi is asymmetrically distributed or antagonize Dgo’s role on Fmi. In the context of setting
up the initial bias and asymmetry, Stbm/Vang is particu-in response to Fz/Dsh signaling, and it is in turn required
to maintain Dsh membrane localization in R3 early. Both larly interesting. Fz signaling and associated asymmet-
ric Fmi localization are not affected in stbm tissue butFz and Dsh are required in R3, and Dsh needs to be
associated with the membrane for its function in R3. As are rather randomized. Thus, Stbm could act upstream
of Fz and Fmi localization, making it a good candidatethis is disturbed in fmi cells, Fz signaling might not
function normally there in the absence of Fmi. This inter- to set up an initial asymmetry.
In the context of the related pathway in vertebrates,dependence of Fz, Dsh, and Fmi is also supported by
observations in the wing, where each component re- regulating cellular polarization during convergent exten-
sion, there is growing evidence that this mechanismquires the presence of the other for normal localization.
Thus, we speculate that, initially, during the activation involves not only Fz/PCP signaling (Habas et al., 2001;
Heisenberg et al., 2000; Wallingford et al., 2000) but alsoof Fz/PCP signaling, Fmi is required positively for Fz/
Dsh function, prior to its inhibitory role on Fz/Dsh signal- other “core planar polarity” genes. Stbm homologs are
required in convergent extension signaling (Darken eting in R4.
How could this be achieved? First, there are the dis- al., 2002; Park and Moon, 2002). It is thus likely that the
function of core PCP genes and their interplay with Fz/tinct requirements for dgo in R3 and stbm in R4. Second,
the differences in Fmi levels in early R3/R4 versus late PCP signaling is evolutionarily conserved.
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Experimental Procedures N. (1998). Differential requirement of Dishevelled provides signaling
specificity in the Wingless and planar cell polarity signaling path-
ways. Genes Dev. 12, 2610–2622.Fly Strains and Genetics
Overexpression studies were performed using the Gal4/UAS system Blair, S. (1999). Eye development: Notch lends a handedness. Curr.
(Brand and Perrimon, 1993) or by directly cloning Fmi coding se- Biol. 9, 356–360.
quences into a modified sev enhancer vector. Transgenic flies were
Boutros, M., Paricio, N., Strutt, D.I., and Mlodzik, M. (1998). Dishev-generated by standard P element-mediated transformation (Sprad-
elled activates JNK and discriminates between JNK pathways inling and Rubin, 1982). Interaction crosses were grown at 18C and
planar polarity and wingless signaling. Cell 94, 109–118.w1118 was used as control. For imaginal disc stainings the respective
Brand, A.H., and Perrimon, N. (1993). Targeted gene expression asmutant chromosomes were established over the TM6B or
a means of altering cell fates and generating dominant phenotypes.SM5a:TM6B balancers. Other fly strains and chromosomes are as
Development 118, 401–415.described in Flybase.
Mutant eye tissue was generated by the Flp/FRT technique with Cadigan, K.M., and Nusse, R. (1997). Wnt signaling: a common
an eye-specific Flp source (Newsome et al., 2000) and marked by theme in animal development. Genes Dev. 11, 3286–3305.
arm-lacZ or Ubi-GFP (Vincent et al., 1994). sev-Fmi mosaics were
Chae, J., Kim, M.J., Goo, J.H., Collier, S., Gubb, D., Charlton, J.,
generated by crossing Ki, pp,2-3 to w; sev-Fmi virgins.
Adler, P.N., and Park, W.J. (1999). The Drosophila tissue polarity
The sev-Fz, sev-Dsh, and sev-Necd strains were as described
gene starry night encodes a member of the protocadherin family.
(Boutros et al., 1998; Fortini et al., 1993; Strutt et al., 1997). Mutant
Development 126, 5421–5429.
alleles used were fmiE59, fmiE45 (Usui et al., 1999), stbmX (unpublished
Cooper, M.T.D., and Bray, S.J. (1999). Frizzled regulation of Notchdata), dsh1, fzR54, fzK21, DlrevF10, Dl9P, N55e11, N264-39, dRhoA720, dRhoA79/3,
signalling polarizes cell fate in the Drosophila eye. Nature 397,bsk2, bsk170b, and dJun2 (as described in Flybase). sev-Gal4 strains
526–529.were a gift from K. Basler.
Cox, R.T., and Peifer, M. (1998). Wingless signaling: the inconvenient
Immunohistochemistry and Histology complexities of life. Curr. Biol. 8, R140–R144.
Primary antibodies were as follows: mouse anti-Fmi, rat anti-Dsh Darken, R.S., Scola, A.M., Rakeman, A.S., Das, G., Mlodzik, M., and
(generous gifts of T. Uemura) (Usui et al., 1999), rabbit anti-Dgo Wilson, P.A. (2002). The planar polarity gene strabismus regulates
(Feiguin et al., 2001), rabbit anti-Bar (gift from K. Saigo), rat anti- convergent extension movements in Xenopus. EMBO J. 21, in press.
Elav (gift from G. Rubin), rat anti-Sal (gift from R. Barrio), anti-Ro
Eaton, S. (1997). Planar polarity in Drosophila and vertebrate epithe-(DSHB), anti-Boss (gift from L. Zipursky), anti-Coracle (R. Fehon),
lia. Curr. Opin. Cell Biol. 9, 860–866.anti-Crumbs (E. Knust), and anti-–gal (Cappel, Promega). The -Gal
lines were: Dl-lacZ1282 (from Marc Haenlin), svp-lacZ (Mlodzik et Fanto, M., and Mlodzik, M. (1999). Asymmetric Notch activation
specifies photoreceptors R3 and R4 and planar polarity in the Dro-al., 1990), H123 (Fanto and Mlodzik, 1999; Wolff and Rubin, 1998),
and R4-lacZ (Cooper and Bray, 1999). Secondary antibodies cou- sophila eye. Nature 397, 523–526.
pled to fluorochromes were from Jackson Laboratories. Imaginal Fanto, M., Weber, U., Strutt, D.I., and Mlodzik, M. (2000). Nuclear
disc stainings were performed as described (Feiguin et al., 2001; signaling by Rac abd Rho GTPases is required in the establishment
Weber et al., 2000); discs were mounted in Mowiol and viewed with of epithelial planar polarity in the Drosophila eye. Curr. Biol. 10,
a Leica confocal microscope; images were assembled in Adobe 979–988.
Photoshop. Confocal images shown are single optical sections. Tan-
Feiguin, F., Hannus, M., Mlodzik, M., and Eaton, S. (2001). The An-gential eye sections were prepared as described (Tomlinson and
kyrin repeat protein Diego mediates Frizzled-dependent planar po-Ready, 1987).
larization. Dev. Cell 1, 93–101.For genetic interaction analysis, eyes were sectioned at the equa-
Fortini, M.E., Rebay, I., Caron, L.A., and Artavanis-Tsakonas, S.torial region and ommatidia-scored for polarity. Three to 12 sections
(1993). An activated Notch receptor blocks cell-fate commitment infrom independent eyes were scored for each genotype.
the developing Drosophila eye. Nature 365, 555–557.
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